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And Desta ?
Desta was trusted by the Emperor, who believed that he
was a capable soldier. He was given one or two anti-
aircraft guns and about a hundred machine-gun rifles : a
certain amount of money was sent to him to buy lorries and
further supplies in Kenya. Very few of the lorries were
bought.
Sidamo, Ras Desta's province, is a broad peninsula of
the Woina Daga, or middle highlands, lying to the east of
the Lake chain in the Rift Valley. Though our geographers
call it a plateau, it is no part of " the plateau " to the
Amhara. Its mountains have none of the character, abrupt
and riven, of the Amharic centre of Ethiopia. It is divided
off from the plateau of the Ambas, the endless flat-topped
mountains, by the wide primeval valley of the Wawash.
Deeply wooded, rolling hill country, it grows coffee and
is inhabited by the most quiet and static of the Galla race :
an Amhara garrison with an important ruler have held the
province since the time of Menelik, for it is one of the richest
in Ethiopia.
Erga Alem, a market place in the north of Sidamo, with
two landing grounds for planes, was the newly made
capital of Ras Desta. Southward of Erga Alem the rolling
mountain started and continued through the tangled
fastnesses of Jamm-Jamm to Adola, where it steeply
descended. The whole region is full of coffee, wild and
cultivated. At Wadara, south of Adola, the country flattens
out and continues through wood to Negelli, which is the
limit between Ethiopian forest highland and the true
African plain.
From Erga Alem to Adola the country, traversed by
caravans of skins and coffee, is impassable to motor traffic.
But another road goes due south of Erga Alem to the Kenya
border, skirting the western edge of the Sidamo highland :
and from Mega continues east, then suddenly northward
over the River Dawa Parma at the crossing of Malka Guba
to Negelli, a large African village. Lorries could pass by
this road in the plain.
Because Desta was going to use mechanical transport,
he chose Negelli as his base. A long road, much the same
type as those in the Ogaden, took one all the way from

